
 

Become a part of the #TVBfamily! 

 
The Vintage Bar is looking for a TVB Junior to become a part of our team!  

 
As a TVB Junior at The Vintage Bar, you will be working closely with the E-Commerce and 
Sales Manager to prosecute some of our most important tasks. You will be assisting in the 
following:

• Packing retail orders 

• Assembling jewelry  

• Create pack shots  

• Clean, organize and stock the showroom/office  

• Ad-hoc support tasks 

Conditions:  
To work as a TVB Junior you must be between 15-17 years old. The position is part time 
(around 5-8 hours/week) - shifts are during the week after school and every third 
weekend. 

Who are we?  
Since the beginning of 2018, The Vintage Bar has become known as a Danish vintage 
handbag specialist. Specializing in hand-selected vintage bags, we believe that great 
style should be accessible to everyone, so we strive to create a shopping universe that is 
both inviting and with affordable prices.  
 
Our vision is to become a major reference in the world of luxury vintage products without 
forgetting about our mission: to hand-pick the best selection of pre-loved vintage 
designer items and making these creations accessible to everyone by delivering an 
effortless, safe and affordable online shopping experience.  
 
Who are you? 



We imagine that you’re about to finish primary school or have recently started high 
school. You’re naturally into fashion and love vintage bags, as much as we do! We’re 
looking for someone who’s not afraid to be challenged and who’s comfortable with 
change. You must be eager to learn and improve your skills, to come onboard on the 
journey of The Vintage Bar. 

Starting date: 
As soon as possible!  
 
 
Please send over your application and resume (in either Danish or English). Questions 
should be directed to Marine Bering at contact@thevintagebar.dk  
  
Apply now! For questions in regards to the position, you can reach us on: +45 3150 3738.  
  
  
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark  

 
 

 

 




